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Research and Education Activities: (See PDF version submitted by PI at the end of the report)

Organization of the Project
-------------------------------------

The PI is leading the PeerCQ system design and development, including the engineering effort throughout the entire project cycle of PeerCQ. The coordination of the efforts include the supervision and the management of the research activities conducted by the following PhD students who are directly or indirectly contributing to this project.

Bugra Gedik - has graduated and joined IBM TJ Watson as a research staff on Aug 1, 2006.

Anand Murugappan - 2nd year PhD student: funded by the project, focusing on dynamic content caching issues in distributed location-based information monitoring system.

Bhuvan Bamba - 3rd year PhD student, joined the project in Spring 2007, and working on spatial alarms as applications of PeerCQ system.

Gong Zhang - 2nd year PhD student, joined the project in fall 2006. Currently working on efficient algorithms for large scale location based information monitoring applications built on top of PeerCQ environments. Gong was funded partially by the project.

Research Activities:
---------------------

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems are characterized as massively distributed computing systems in which all peer nodes have identical capabilities and responsibilities and all communication is symmetric. The PeerCQ research aims at investigating research issues and evaluation methods involved in building a decentralized Peer-to-Peer system architecture and system-level mechanisms for supporting distributed Internet-scale information monitoring applications.

In the course of the project, we have conducted research in three consecutive phases: Theoretical study of the issues and solution space, engineering issues and techniques, and extending the PeerCQ development to mobile location based peer to peer information monitoring applications. This extension is built on top of PeerCQ and we call it GeoGrid.

Phase I: We have performed a systematic study of research issues in design and evaluation of a scalable and yet secure peer-to-peer protocol and its supporting system architecture.

Phase II: We have investigated the important engineering issues in constructing a PeerCQ prototype system for Internet-scale peer-to-peer information monitoring, emphasizing on load balance among heterogeneous peers and efficient and scalable processing of large numbers of information monitoring requests. An important requirement of PeerCQ is to incorporate peer heterogeneity and information monitoring characteristics of the users into the peer-to-peer service-partitioning and service lookup scheme, while maintaining decentralization and self-configurability.

Phase III: We have designed and developed GeoGrid, a scalable geographical service for location dependent information monitoring utilizing our experience with PeerCQ. We have developed an initial prototype called GeoGrid, a 2-dimensional DHT based P2P network, focusing on load balancing in the presence of hot spot location queries.

Concretely, throughout the course of the project, we have continued to investigate and address the following questions and seeking for methodical approaches and solutions to address them.

1) How should peers distribute information monitoring tasks (service partitioning) to ensure that the loads on peers are balanced and the overall system utilization is optimized?

2) What complications might be caused due to the presence of peer heterogeneity?

3) How can we partition information monitoring tasks among peers while enabling optimizations for efficient processing of triggers with similar structure?

4) Can we ensure the reliability of peer-to-peer information monitoring systems in the presence of peer joins, departures, or peer failures? or put differently, which mechanisms can we explore to minimize the lost rate of information monitoring requests due to the dynamics of the peer-to-peer network?
(5) Can we defend PeerCQ against distributed Denial of Service attacks?

(6) What security mechanisms can we devise for peer to peer publish-subscribe systems like PeerCQ?

In summary, we are happy to declare the success of PeerCQ. We are proud of PeerCQ in terms of both its foundational research results on decentralized Internet Scale information monitoring and the engineering issues involved, we are also happy to see a location-based extension through GeoGrid development on top of the PeerCQ development, which enables us to focus more on the technical challenges of location-dependent information monitoring and dissemination, and developing optimization techniques for improving system scalability and reliability.

Findings:
The major findings of this project include

1. Location scale information monitoring in an open environment demands for a systematic and serverless approach and a highly scalable and self-configurable architecture.

2. Developing a decentralized information monitoring middleware system requires both the architecture and the techniques for scalable and reliable processing of large number of CQs over a network of loosely coupled, heterogeneous, and possibly unreliable nodes (peers). A key challenge is how to maintain a good balance between system utilization and load balance in the presence of peer joins, departures and failures.

3. We have reported our results on PeerCQ's service partitioning scheme. Especially we have identified two key issues that are critical for making PeerCQ work in mission-critical applications. The first key issue is to provide a decentralized and yet reliable service on top of a network of loosely coupled, weakly connected and possibly unreliable peers. We addressed this issue by developing a dynamic passive replication scheme to provide reliable service in PeerCQ. The second key issue is the security of the PeerCQ system. We investigated the security issues in PeerCQ through addressing the following attacks and vulnerabilities: (1) Denial of Service attacks, making the service unavailable by infrastructure level attack or host compromise attack, (2) Denial of information attacks, making it difficult to find useful information through spamming, spoofing, and man-in-the-middle attacks.

4. We have further extended the PeerCQ development to location based P2P system called GeoGrid. Our design focuses on efficient routing and topology construction and maintenance and the optimization techniques for load balancing and throughput improvement.

Educational Activities and Impacts:

In the course of this project we have engaged in a number of educational activities in the context of PeerCQ.

1. We used the released the beta version of the PeerCQ P2P protocol software as an internal open source educational device in one of the graduate courses I taught on Advanced Internet Systems. Students in the course has produced a number of interesting projects, including p2p crawler, p2p map guide, and so forth.

2. A number of location-based extensions on PeerCQ have resulted in GeoGrid, primarily developed jointly with one PhD student and a couple of MS and undergraduate students.

In summary, the PeerCQ project funded by NSF distributed systems program has been serving as an excellent training ground for students at all levels, including Ph.D. research, M.S. special topic or term projects, and undergraduate term projects in existing and new courses on distributed computing systems, distributed information management, and advanced Internet systems and application development. Through the course of this project, I have graduated four PhD students: Lakshmish Ramaswamy now is an assistant prof in University of Georgia. Bugra Gedik is now with distributed stream systems division as a research staff in IBM TJ Watson. Li Xiong is now an assistant professor in Emory University, and Mudhakar Srivatsa is now with IBM network and systems group as a research staff in IBM TJ Watson.

In the final year of the project our research has been conducted along three dimensions.

1. We develop techniques for enhancing system performance and scalability for decentralized information monitoring applications, addressing questions such as how do information monitors adapt to wide system parameter variations in runtime environments, how does peer-to-peer approach to large scale information monitoring differ from the conventional client-server architecture, in terms of scalability, survivability,
failure resilience, and administrative cost.

(2) We continue our effort on security and trust issues of decentralized networking systems, such as PeerCQ system, and develop defense techniques for the proposed approaches, focusing on addressing the questions such as can we defend PeerCQ against distributed Denial of Service attacks and what security mechanisms can we devise for peer to peer publish-subscribe systems like PeerCQ. We plan to develop the security guards to be incorporated into the final release of PeerCQ as an open source P2P software.

(3) We produced an open source system, GeoGrid, as a successful extension of PeerCQ for mobile location-based event monitoring and dissemination applications and develop specific research challenges utilizing temporal and spatial locality aware optimization techniques.

Training and Development:
In the course of this project, I have a total of 4 PhD students partially funded to work on this project and a total of 4 PhD students working on some issues of this project without being paid as GRA for this project. Among the four students partially paid bu this project, Bugra Gedik is the first of my PhD students working on PeerCQ. Bugra and I have published a good number of papers pioneering the area of decentralized peer to peer information monitoring. Our first paper on PeerCQ service partitioning scheme was appeared in ICDCS 2004 and was awarded as the best paper of the year by ICDCS 2004.

Mudhakar joined the project in Spring 2006 and is responsible for the improvement and extention of the PeerCQ P2P protocol. Mudhakar Srivatsa is not funded by this project due to the shortage of fund, but he continues to work on secure p2P information dissemination networks, studying the vulnerabilities and defense mechanisms for structured P2P protocols and in particular P2P publish and subscribe systems like PeerCQ.

Anand and Bhuvan are PhD students working on developing applications for PeerCQ through Spatial Alarms system.

Gong Zhang is working on GeoGrid, an extension of PeerCQ to mobile location-based applications.

Outreach Activities:
The PI has given tutorials, panels, keynotes at several national or international organizations, universities, including panel, tutorial, and research talks at ICWS 2006, WAIM 2006, SST 2007, ICDE 2006, ICDE 2007, and a number of seminars in distinguished lecture series of different US universities and universities in Japan.
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URL(s):
http://disl.cc.gatech.edu/GTPeers/

Description:
PeerCQ and a number of research efforts related to PeerCQ are listed at http://www.cc.gatech.edu/projects/disl/GTPeers/.

Other Specific Products

Product Type:
Software (or netware)

Product Description:
The beta release of the PeerCQ P2P protocol source code is now available at http://www.cc.gatech.edu/projects/disl/PeerCQ/downloads/download.html

Sharing Information:
We have made all PeerCQ papers available online. We also have made the recent beta release of the PeerCQ P2P protocol available at PeerCQ website, and GeoGrid is available from GeoGrid website.

Contributions

Contributions within Discipline:
Since the first paper on PeerCQ appeared, we have received many requests asking for (1) the technical report of the paper, (2) questions related to the PeerCQ project, and (3) the possibility of download the PeerCQ software. These requests demonstrate that the techniques developed under the PeerCQ project are of general interests to the public and research communities and are beneficial to many who work in the same or related discipline.

In the last year of the project, we have developed GeoGrid on top of PeerCQ for location dependent monitoring. We just released the GeoGrid first version as open source. The system incorporates both client map based GUI with the decentralized topology and lookup methods. With GeoGrid, we are experimenting large scale decentralized information monitoring through mobile location based applications and services such as Spatial Alarms.

Contributions to Other Disciplines:

Contributions to Human Resource Development:
Bugra Gedik has graduated in July 2006 and is now a research staff at IBM TJ Watson. His involvement in PeerCQ opens a new horizon for him to continue his research in a new direction.

Mudhakar Srivatsa graduated in April 2007 and is now a research staff at IBM TJ Watson. His involvement in PeerCQ is on distributed network security, which opens a new horizon for him and graduated with a system security dissertation.

Jianjun Zhang is another PhD student who has been partially supported by this project. Jianjun graduated in July 2006 and is now a McKinsey&Co.
Contributions to Resources for Research and Education:
We have used both PeerCQ prototype, GeoGrid prototype and PeerCrawl to provide the senior undergraduates and graduate students some hands on code for a course based project.

Contributions Beyond Science and Engineering:
PeerCQ also creates a community building technique to organize a set of users with certain common interests. We have built an location-based extension, called GeoGrid, to monitoring the location information.

We are currently building a secure overlay service infrastructure as a part of the PeerCQ development and plan to release this software as an open source in early 2009.

Categories for which nothing is reported:
Organizational Partners
Contributions: To Any Other Disciplines
Research Activities:

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems can be characterized as massively distributed computing systems in which all peer nodes have identical capabilities and responsibilities and all communication is symmetric.

This research aims at investigating research issues and evaluation methods involved in building a decentralized Peer-to-Peer system architecture and system-level mechanisms for supporting distributed Internet-scale information monitoring applications. We carry out the PeerCQ project in two consecutive phases. First, we have performed a systematic study of research issues in design and evaluation of a scalable peer-to-peer protocol and its supporting system architecture. Second, we have investigated the important engineering issues in constructing a PeerCQ prototype system for Internet-scale peer-to-peer information monitoring, emphasizing load balance among heterogeneous peers and efficient and scalable processing of large numbers of information monitoring requests. An important requirement of PeerCQ is to incorporate peer heterogeneity and information monitoring characteristics of the users into the peer-to-peer service-partitioning and service lookup scheme, while maintaining decentralization and self-configurability.

Concretely, we have been working on the following questions in the first year of this funded research:

1. How should peers distribute information monitoring tasks (service partitioning) to ensure that the loads on peers are balanced and the overall system utilization is optimized? What complications might be caused due to the presence of peer heterogeneity? How can we partition information monitoring tasks among peers while enabling optimizations for efficient processing of triggers with similar structure?

2. How can we ensure the reliability of peer-to-peer information monitoring systems in the presence of peer joins, departures, or peer failures? Which mechanisms can we explore to minimize the lost rate of information monitoring requests due to the dynamics of the peer-to-peer network?

The first question and the research results of our investigation has been documented in the first PeerCQ paper. A short version of 10 pages has been published in ICDCS 2003 and won the best paper award, out of 405 submitted papers and 70 accepted papers. PeerCQ uses Continual Queries (CQs) as its primitives to express information-monitoring requests. The PeerCQ development has three unique characteristics. First, we develop a systematic and serverless approach to large scale information monitoring, aiming at providing a fully distributed, highly scalable and self-configurable architecture for scalable and reliable processing of large number of CQs over a network of loosely coupled, heterogeneous, and possibly unreliable nodes (peers). Second, we introduce an effective service partitioning scheme at the P2P protocol layer to distributed the processing of CQs over a peer to peer information monitoring overlay network, while maintaining a good balance between system utilization and load balance in the presence
of peer joins, departures and failures. A unique feature of our service partitioning scheme is its ability to incorporate strategies for handling hot spot monitoring requests and peer heterogeneity into the load balancing scheme in PeerCQ. To evaluate the effectiveness of PeerCQ's service partitioning scheme with respect to system utilization and load balancing, we have designed a series of experiments using a simulator. The first set of experiments evaluates the effect of different grouping factor values on the performance of PeerCQ. The second set of experiments intends to measure the effectiveness of the PeerCQ service partitioning scheme in terms of load balancing and system utilization. It demonstrates how well the load is balanced and the system is utilized in PeerCQ. The third set of experiments evaluates the effect of the utilization function used in the relaxed matching on the performance of PeerCQ. For further detail see the ICDCS 2003 paper or our technical report, currently under consideration for a journal publication.

A key challenge in peer-to-peer computing systems is to provide a decentralized and yet reliable service on top of a network of loosely coupled, weakly connected and possibly unreliable peers. The second question and the research results have been documented and published in the 22nd Symposium on Reliable Distributed Computing (SRDS2003), titled 'Building Reliable Peer-to-Peer Information Monitoring Service Through Replication'. The main result can be summarized as follows. First, we propose an effective dynamic passive replication scheme designed to provide reliable service in PeerCQ, a decentralized and self-configurable peer-to-peer Internet information monitoring system. We first describe the design of a distributed replication scheme, which enables reliable processing of long-running information monitoring requests in an environment of inherently unreliable peers. We have also developed an analytical model to discuss its fault tolerance properties. In addition, we have conducted a set of initial experiments using our simulator, showing the feasibility and the effectiveness of the proposed reliability approach.

**Project Educational Activities**

There are several educational activities related to the PeerCQ project. First, our first beta version of the PeerCQ P2P protocol software has been made available as an internal open source educational device in the graduate course on Advanced Internet Systems to experiment with peer-to-peer computing and real-life update tracking applications. We also included a 2 hour lecture on PeerCQ in our undergraduate database system implementation course. It stirred a lot of interests from the students. Furthermore, three PhD students have been engaged in concrete research tasks under the PeerCQ project.

We believe that the PeerCQ project will serve as an excellent training ground for students at all levels, including Ph.D. research, M.S. projects, and undergraduate term projects in existing and new courses in topics such as distributed computing systems, distributed information management on the net, and advanced Internet application development. Furthermore, the PeerCQ technology produced in this funded project will have a significant impact on the development of human resources, by means of direct training of
Ph.D. students, and offering a variety of research seminars and new innovative courses at Georgia Tech. In the subsequent years, we plan to continue our research on the first two questions and further investigate the following questions.

(3) What mechanisms are best candidates for providing efficient location (lookup) service across a peer-to-peer overlay network? How do we guarantee the quality of the lookup service?

(4) What are the performance metrics for evaluation of the proposed peer-to-peer solutions, how do information monitors adapt to wide system parameter variations in runtime environments? How does peer-to-peer approach to large scale information monitoring differ from the conventional client-server architecture, in terms of scalability, survivability, failure resilience, and administrative cost?

In addition we will continue our effort towards the development of the first PeerCQ prototype, aiming at making the prototype system available as an open source P2P software at end of the second year.